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Flapping Wings . . . Spence's Secret Life

Like Walter Mitty, Spence has his own secret life. This one is filled with things that fly on wings of his im- agination, many of which already have become actual-. 
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Prof. Harry La Verne Twinihg of Los Angeles in his ornithopter. It could hop offithe ground a few inches.



By Don Dwiggins (EAA 70487) 3816 Pasco Hildalgo Malibu, CA 90265 (Photos by the Author)
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IVERYONE AT OSHKOSH knows Spence. He's the handsome, tall fellow over there, surrounded by pretty girls attracted by his macho personality. He's the designer, builder and pilot of the world's finest homebuilt amphibian — the Spencer Air Car. But he's much, much more. Where most guys sit in a rocker watching the boob tube at 80, Percival H. Spencer (EAA 45602) has no time for such inertness. On his 80th birthday anniversary this year, he was out test-flying a brand new secret design biplane, the Hydro-Glider.



Like Walter Mitty, Spence has his own secret life. This one is filled with things that fly on wings of his imagination, many of which already have become actualities. Like the Republic SeaBee, of which more than one thousand were built. But the thing that keeps flapping around inside his head is something unique — the dream ship that has turned on backyard inventors since man first began thinking about flying with the freedom of the birds.



Spence let me in on his secret one day, when I stopped by his home in Sun Valley, California, to look over some new landing gear legs he'd just designed for the Spencer Air Car. There, back in his bedroom hung this strikingly lovely machine he calls the Orni-Plane. "Orni" comes from the Greek, a word meaning bird. The "Plane" comes from airplane, which it sort of resembles. It is not a true ornithopter, or wing-flapping machine, nor is it related to Ornithoptera, a big butterfly from Malaysia. Spence's Orni-Plane has a wingspan of 8 feet and flies fine, he insists. He would feel his life was well spent if someone would back him financially to build a man-carrying Orni-Plane. "I just want to fly it once, to prove it can be done," he smiles. "And then I'd retire it to the Smithsonian Institution." Walter H. Carnahan, writing in Sport Aviation last year, observed that, "The best reason to explore flapping-wing flight is simply that it hasn't been done yet." He adds, "Have we forgotten that flying can also be fun? The birds haven't forgotten. On a day that is so gusty that old, bold human pilots are sitting on the



ground reading about flying, the seagulls take to the air and cruise in the turbulence, having a ball." SPORT AVIATION 19



If flapping wing flight is for the birds, why can't we enjoy it too? No reason at all, Spence feels, although he sees no "practical" application, because of all the working parts required that add extra weight and complexity. And Carnahan feels a flex-wing sailplane could



be made to stretch a glide when the thermals die off. Regardless of the idea's practicality, Spence is perhaps the one man living today who has already unlocked the secret of bird flight. Where others have tried and succeeded only partially, Spence has already patented his basic principles of orni-flight, and made a small fortune from the concept. Let's go back across the years to the time when a young boy named Percival Spencer lived up in New England and raised pigeons as a hobby. The year was 1904 and the Wright Brothers had barely gotten off the sands of Kitty Hawk when young Spence, then 8, turned his inventive mind to the problem of bird flight. Inventing came naturally to the lad — his father, Christopher Spencer, had invented the famed Spencer



P.M. Spencer and his Wham-O Bird. 625,000 were sold in the late 1950s. Does anyone out there have one? The EAA Museum would like to have one for display.



repeating rifle that helped shorten the Civil War for the North. He'd taken a model to Washington and showed it to Abe Lincoln. Abe was so impressed he went out in the back yard, behind the White House, with young Christopher to try it out. They propped a pine board against a tree, and Abe shot out a knothole four times out of five at 100 yards. He ordered more than 90,000 and as it turned out, the Rebs' long-barrel squirrel rifles were no match for them. One night Percival sneaked into his pigeon loft and pulled a feather from each wingtip of his prize bird and one from its tail. "There was an awful clamor," he remembers, "but they were beautiful things. God made them different from other bird feathers. They locked together like zippers in flight."



Young Spence swiped three corks from bottles in the family medicine chest, inserted a quill in each, hooked them together with cleverly bent wire, and twisted on a rubber band. He wound it up, let loose, and was not at all



surprised to see the toy ornithopter flap its way straight up, almost out of sight. At 13 Spence had put away his toy flapper and turned



his attention to hang gliding, as it is called today. He



fitted one with a pair of pontoons made from stove pipes, hitched it to his dad's yacht, and in a 20-knot wind got her off the water. 20 AUGUST 1977



Spence and his mechanical pigeon — gasoline powered. Movies show this and other Spencer "birds" are unbelievably realistic in flight.



Four years later Spence built another seaplane with a 50 hp two-cycle engine. He flew five miles down the Connecticut River, but couldn't remember how to turn around. So he landed, swung the ship around on the water, then took off and flew home. Spence went on to work with the Bureau of Aircraft Production in the first World War, and later became a test pilot for the Curtiss Flying Service. By 1940 he'd built his 12th plane — the S-12, naturally — in the backyard of his home at Harbor Green, near Massapequa. Republic Aviation spies saw it and offered Spence $17,000 for the design. It became the popular Republic SeaBee, a low-cost, four-place flying boat. From time to time over the years Spence turned his mind back to the ornithopter problem. He perfected the



mechanism while working for Bill Lear in California, and on November 11, 1958, won United States Patent No. 2,859,553 for his "Toy Airplane." It went on the market as the Wham-O Bird, and 625,000 were sold. At 62, Spence dug out his old S-12 plans and got the bug to turn them into a homebuilt amphibian, a



gentleman's flying yacht, to be built of plywood. That



became the highly successful Spencer Amphibian Air Car, half a dozen of which are now flying. Again his mind turned back to the pigeon coop.



The real challenge, he believed, lay not in stiff-wingers



or whirlybirds. That has already been done. Nobody has ever flown an ornithopter, and he knew, from work



with scale models, that he had the right answer.



Like the race among Man Powered Aircraft builders to win the coveted Kremer Award, for the first controlled flight over a one-mile figure-8 course, the race to get a manned wing-flapper provided the kind of stimulus Spence enjoys. First, he made a careful study of all that had been done before his time, and during it, to duplicate bird flight by the flapper route. Historical precedents, of course, go back to Daedalus and Icarus, to Leonardo da Vinci, to Otto Lilienthal, Dr. Alexander Lippisch, et al. Then there was Harry La Verne Twining, a Los Angeles high school teacher, who designed and built a graceful wing-flapper in 1909. It hopped a few inches off the ground in response to furious wing flapping, but no more. A Wham-O Bird flapping along the ceiling of a room.



Spence demonstrates the mechanical action of his model ornithopter.



An early version of Spence's toy ornithopter. This is believed to be the first successful gasoline powered wing flapper.



SPORT AVIATION 21



Nov. 11, 1958



2,859,553



P. H. SPENCER



TOY AIRPLANE Filed O c t . 2. 1956



More recently, three Russian inventors came awfully close to Spence's idea for his Orni-Plane with a patented flapper they called the Ornithoplane. The inventors were LN. Vinogradov, R.I. Vinogradov, and V.M. Andreyev, and the secret of their machine lay in the feather-like wingtips. The patent description of the Russ Ornithoplane said: "For the purpose of increasing thrust and lift, at the wingtips are used propelling tips (manus) consisting of feather-like vanes, made of synthetic material, with metal longerons. The vanes are arranged in fan-shape in one block executing reversive-torsional oscillations, transmitted by a helicoidal automat, consisting of a hinge-jointed telescopic wing section longerons and power cylinders with supports on telescopic longerons and spring blocking in the hoops of the cylinders." Their machine included a boundary layer control system, and a hydraulically operated flywheel system (elastic-plastic) for automatically changing the wing profile. At least, that's what a translator at the Air Force Systems Command made of it. Well, the Russ were first into space, and Spence feels the dignity and technological leadership of this country is thus at stake where wing-flappers are concerned. It had occurred to Otto Lilienthal that developing a practical ornithopter would be achieved by hobbyists, or by engineers in other fields, who enjoy a real challenge, and thus it also occurred to Walter Carnahan: "What better group than the Experimental Aircraft Association would include people of this kind?" While Spence is trying to arrange financing for his Orni-Plane, who knows how many folks are working toward the same goal, of achieving true bird flight with a flapper? There's no big Kremer Award in the future, for ultralight, rigid-wing MPAs seem to be in the lead there. But it's an exciting goal, one of the few remaining to the backyard inventor, the little guy with big ideas, lots of enthusiasm, and courage to try where so many others have blown it.
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Spencer's U.S. Patent No. 2,859,553 for a toy airplane describes mechanism of his successful WHAM-O BIRD — 625,000 were sold.



An early biplane ornithopter by Spence — powered by a Brown Jr. (not shown) and a 40 to 1 worm gear speed reduction unit. 22 AUGUST 1977
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Integrated MAV Systems:Hovering: Rotary-Wings & Flapping-Wings 

Rotor system. Motor. Vanes for anti-torque. Yaw control surfaces. Servos. Rotor .... Electric. Motors. Battery. Two Cycloidal Rotors rotating in opposite directions ...
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WINGS FOR LIFE WORLD RUN Suisse - Zug 

paiement par Visa ou MasterCard, à l'acquéreur des cartes de crédit (European .... possession d'un passeport valide pendant 6 mois au moins ainsi que des visas .... de téléphone, de matériel électronique ou informatique, de logiciels, de réseau, ....
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wings for life world run » (app run) 

3 oct. 2018 - les médias sociaux et à la télévision : votre photo de profil (le cas échéant), prénom, nom de famille, nationalité, sexe, groupe d'âge, distance ...
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

4.3.3 PRO-Packing the Reserve Parachute .... Use this page to record which tools are used during the packing of your SMI, Inc. WINGS Harness/ ...... Page 110 ...
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

o Slider is without holes, burns, or other damage. o Reinforcement tape in place and ...... but not so tight that they will restrict mobility in a relaxed arch or turning ...
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Flapping Wing Aircraft 
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wings of war & wings of glory 

Caproni Ca 3 - CEP 115 Aviaton Militaire. Friedrichshafen G.III Leutnant der .... 8 engine damage counters (blue). - 5 crewman hit counters (red). - 6 crew ...
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Wings Reserve Loop Length - Skydive Wings 

TIP: The deeper and wider that you can get the. â€œnestâ€� the easier it will be to match the suggested loop lengths. Canopy Size. Loop Length. PDR 106. 3.00â€� +/- Â¼â€�.
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cutaway cable instructions wings - Skydive Wings 

Feed the shorter of the two yellow cables into the RIGHT cable housing. 2. Feed the longer yellow cable into the LEFT cable housing which is the RSL side. 3.
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Flapping Wing Aircraft - Size 
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Pg 1 of Supplement Older Wings - Skydive Wings 

Oct 29, 2013 - of the M.A.R.D. â€œReserve Boostâ€� RSL. Before proceeding check to be sure that the. Top Closing Flap and the Ripcord is under the tape of the ...
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job posting - Dental Wings 

28 juin 2017 - AFFICHAGE DE POSTE. Date d'affichage. 28 juin, 2017. Departement. ExÃ©cutif ... entreprise technique. â€¢ Bilingue autant Ã  l'oral qu'Ã  l'Ã©crit, ...
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Wings Sizing Chart 

Dimensions. (L x W x H). Reserve Canopy. F-111 w/ Microline. Main Canopy. ZP w/. Microline. W-1. 14 x 10 x 5. PD 106R, Raven-M 109,. Techno 96 up to 100.Missing:
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Painting wings the e 

rotate the wing to any angle you want for .... restraint and the wing can be rotated or tilted to whatever angle you want to set it ... Major credit cards accepted.
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27104-Chicken - wings - Smokey 

Vitamin C / Vitamine C. Calcuim / Calcuim. Iron / Fer. Nutrition Facts. Valeur nutritive. Per 2PC 78g pour 78g. % Daily Value. % valeur quotidienne. 17%. 16%.
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27109-Chicken - Wings - ERINVAL 

Page 1 ... 20%. 2%. 2%. 2%. 8%. Lot #802210. 0 00907 27109 1. PRODUCT OF U.S.A. PACKED IN CANADA BY 1694351 INC. KITCHENER, ON N2C 2M3.
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Painting wings the e 

Unfortunately, having to repeat the preparations each time you com- plete a panel surface may tax the patience of your most dedicated helper. Naturally, having ...
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